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  Our thoughts are with the friends and families of the victims in France following the tragic events 

of last week.  This shows that the world is still a dangerous place and that the fight with Islamic State is 

just not limited to the Middle East.  

 

Are we there yet? 
 

A question which is no doubt familiar to anyone who over the holiday period undertook a long car journey 

with young children to visit in-laws. Which got us thinking. Investment is essentially a long journey and at 

the start of a New Year there is always the inevitable question, where will the market be in twelve months? 

Markets never move in a straight line and, like a car journey, can move quickly one moment or barely at 

all the next and can involve major diversions and crashes! Making sure the vehicle is roadworthy, 

considering the likely weather conditions and planning the route carefully are all important parts of 

reaching the eventual destination safely and on time. The same applies when constructing and managing 

a portfolio of investments.   

 

Furthermore, it seems to us that predicting where the indices will be is a little like making a long range 

summer weather forecast. If you are planning to visit the South West this summer on holiday the Met 

Office cannot guarantee at this stage exactly what the weather is going to be like. However, we can be 

pretty sure that if you visit St. Ives in Cornwall or Exmouth in Devon that you are likely to enjoy longer 

spells of summer sunshine than average based on proven historic data. If you get wet, then it’s just not 

your day!     

 

Although we believe that we have a pretty good feel for where a particular index may be at the end of 

2015 we cannot know for sure. Instead, we focus on selecting good quality companies and funds with 

proven long term track records in the knowledge that these investments, based on their past 

performance should continue to do better than average over the next twelve months regardless of what 

the global economy throws at us.                         

 

What have we been watching? 

 

Talking of car journeys, Europe continues to look like the M5 in rush hour – many countries barely 

crawling forward with Greece possibly heading for the next exit but currently stuck on the hard shoulder 

as the occupants argue over who is in the driving seat. 

 

Continued risk aversion and Eurozone deflationary concerns saw the yield on 10 year German bonds fall, 

at one point to a new record low of 0.44% while in the US the 10 year Treasury yield moved below 2%. 

Equity markets however took the confirmation of ‘negative inflation’ or deflation as good news as many 

investors assumed that this must surely lead to decisive action from the ECB at the next meeting on 22nd 

January. Equities surged following the deflation news and are now pricing in full scale QE measures from 

the ECB so any further delay would be taken badly. However, as we have said before there is the slight 

matter of the Greek election while QE would need to be accompanied by structural reform if it is to have 

any really meaningful effect on the Eurozone.     



 

Worries about slower global economic growth emanating from Europe pushed oil down to a new five and 

a half year low with Brent falling under $49. Saudi Arabia continues to play ‘hard ball’ on market share, 

lowering its official selling prices for customers in Europe. However, more encouragingly it did narrow the 

discount on the price for forward delivery of oil for February into Asia. Lower oil prices are clearly good 

news for consumer disposable income. In the longer term, economic growth should boost oil prices if 

excess supply capacity is removed but, in the short term it is likely to remain very painful for oil producing 

countries, companies and their suppliers. 

 

  The UK saw the 2015 general election fight begin with the inevitable wrangling over spending cuts 

and front line services. With both the SNP and UKIP gaining in popularity it is little surprise that Sterling 

has continued to weaken against the US Dollar although this continues to be good news for UK exporters 

which make up a significant part of the UK stock market. The continued improvement in consumer 

sentiment was reflected in new car sales which hit a 10 year high in 2014 with sales up by 9% on 2013.  

 

  In Europe, risk appetite has been soured by growing realisation that Greece’s departure from the 

single currency is once more up for discussion. Sentiment has not been helped by anaemic growth data 

for December with the composite purchasing manager’s index suggesting that the Eurozone grew by just 

0.1% in Q4 2014. Italy’s reading was particularly weak at a 13 month low although encouragingly both 

Ireland and Spain continue to improve. As widely expected, the Eurozone moved from inflation into 

deflation in December with a decline of 0.2%. Excluding lower energy prices inflation would have been 

0.6%. With oil continuing to fall and lower food prices then the deflationary reading could be even lower 

in January.    

 

  In the USA, the December ISM non-manufacturing data showed a dip in business activity and a 

slight contraction in factory orders. However, US trade data for November was better than expected 

reflecting lower oil prices suggesting the chance of an upward revision to Q4 GDP estimates. The FOMC 

minutes were also supportive of equity markets, sending a similar signal as the earlier Fed statement, in 

that the Fed will be ‘patient’ but is on track to hike interest rates this year.     

 

  In China, the HSBC services PMI picked up in December as new orders remain strong. The 

authorities confirmed more stimulus measures with an acceleration of the previously announced 

infrastructure spending programme worth over $1trillion on over 300 projects between 2014 and 2016. 

Annual inflation grew by just 0.3% in December, leaving annual inflation at a five year low of 1.3%. With 

GDP set to slow further it feels as if more stimulus measures are on the way from the PBoC.     

 

Finally, 2015 already feels like it is going to be a long journey…..are we there yet? I know what about a 

game of Eye Spy? I spy with my little eye something in Europe beginning with Q…….. 

 
If you wish to discuss any aspect of this newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

Further information about Alpha Portfolio Management, our products and services, please visit www.alpha-pm.co.uk or email 

info@alpha-pm.co.uk.  Alternatively, you can call us on 0117 203 3460. 
 
This publication is for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon. The opinions expressed here represent analysis by an Alpha Portfolio 

Management representative at the time of preparation and should not be interpreted as investment advice.  

 

You should seek professional advice before making any investment decisions. The past is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of shares 

and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than they originally invested. Any tax reliefs referred to are those currently 

applying. Tax assumptions may change if the law changes and the value of tax relief will depend upon individual circumstances. All estimates and prospective 

figures quoted in this publication are forecast and are not guaranteed. Alpha, its associate companies and/or their clients, directors and employees may own 

or have a position in the securities mentioned herein and may add to or dispose of any such securities. The sender does not accept legal responsibility for 

any errors or omissions, in the context of this message, which arise as a result of internet transmission or as a result of changes made to this document after 

it was sent.  
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